PAPIER-MÂCHÉ
MASK
Make a mask and be anything
g
you want to be!
You’ll need:
Natural latex balloon
(ideally used)

Bottle lid

Newspaper / brown
packing paper

Split pins

Flour

Coffee cup / cardboard

2

1

Inflate a balloon so it looks
round, and tie the end.

Take a newspaper and tear a
couple of pages into strips.
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3

Papier Mache build

4

Papier Mache build

Take a paper strip and pull it
through the paste. Stick it over
the balloon. Use a cross pattern
to cover your balloon evenly.
Leave your model to dry.

Get half a mug of flour and mix
water in gradually with a spoon,
until you have a light paste.

5

Papier Mache build

Mark with a pencil a section that
your face will fit inside and cut out.
Use the section you cut out to
make two ear shapes. Trim the
edges so there are no sharp bits.

7

Using
sing thick cardboard, create a
structure
nose. Use eco
ructure for the nose
tape to hold it together. To give
the nose shape, add a bottle
top to the end.

6

Put your face in the mask and
mark where your eyes are. Take
your face out of the mask and
cut small holes at first and check
you can see through. If the holes
are ok,, make them bigger.
gg

8

Make
ake a jaw from a section of a
plastic
bottle
ti milk
ilk b
ttl or cardboard.
db d
Attach it with eco tape.
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9

Attach the ears with eco tape.

11

nt a light colour of eco paint
Paint
(see
e p.10) as a base coat and
leave
ve to dry. The base coat will
help other colours stand out
when you paint them.

10

Use more card and tape to create
shape
Cover th
the
h
tto your mask.
k C
additional features with papiermâché and leave to dry.

12

Now
ow you can colour in your
mask
paint. Add facial
ask with eco paint
features with coloured eco paint.
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13

14

Create teeth from more card
and colour in with pen or eco
paint, and secure inside the jaw
with eco tape.

15

front of head

To fit the mask to your head,
you may need a grown-up to
help you. Make a headstrap by
cutting 3 × 45-cm long strips of
card from a drinks multi-pack box
or similar. Using staples, create an
upside-down T shape with two
of the strips.

16

third
strip

back of
head
Bend the central strip of the
over
head. PPutt a
T shape o
er your
o r head
third strip of card across the top
of your head, marking where it
crosses the T in three places.
Take it off your head and then
staple these into place.

your
head goes under
here and into the mask
Put the strips and your mask on,
marking where the strips go into
the mask so it’s a comfortable fit.
Make holes where the marks are
on the mask. Fix the headstrap
through these holes with split
pins, covering any split pin ends
with eco tape.
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ECO PAINT
Make your own eco paint so all
your paper can still be recycled!
y

You’ll need:
Water
Flour
Flou
Table salt

1

Food colouring
Plast egg box or
Plastic
j
old jam
jar

Pour half a cup of white flour, half a cup of table salt and half
h a cup of
water into a mixing bowl.

2

Stir with a spoon until smooth. Add more water to
thickness.
t desired
d
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3

Spoon an amount into each compartment of the egg box.

4
Add food colouring
to desired strength of
colour, then mix well. You
can mix up batches of
colour into clean, used jam
jars to store your paint.
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